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ON THE POTENTIAL USE OF INDEX PATHS FOR A V ALANC H E 
ASSESSMENT 

By A. JUDSON 

(Rocky Mountain Forest and Range Experiment Station, 240 West Prospect Street, Fort Collins, 
Colorado 80526, U.S.A.) 

ABSTRACT. The poss ible use or index paths to assess ava lanche potential in large avalanche samples was 
evaluated with probability theory on 56 uncontrolled ava lanc he paths in Colorado. Results showed the technique 
y ields limited inro rm a tio n o r little diagnostic value because or low conditional probabilities or joint occ urrence and 
high yearly variance. 90% or pairs tested had probabilities ;;; 0 .20 ror a six -year period. Implications ror 

researchers and fi eld personnel are discussed. 

RES UME. Sur la possibilile d'uliliser des couloirs lim10ins pour la prevision des avalanches. On a evalue la 
possibilite d'utili ser des couloirs temoins pour prevoir le risque d ' avalanches sur de vastes zones en appliquant la 
theorie des probabilites it 56 couloirs non observes dans le Colorado. Les resultat s ont montre que cette technique 
don ne des inrormation s limitees de raible valeur de diagnostic it cause des raibles probabi lites de co'inc idence 
d'occurence et la rorte variabilite inter-annuelle. 90% des paires e tudiees ont des probabilites inrerieures o u ega les 
it 0.20 pour une periode de 6 ans. On di scute les consequences de ces raits pour les chercheurs et le perso nnel cle 
terrain. 

ZUSAMMENFASSUNG . Vber die Moglichkeilen der Benulzung van Leilbahnen flir die LGl\'inenvorhersage. 
Die Miigli chkeit. Leitbahnen von Lawinen zur Vorhersage des Lawinenabgangs in einem grossen Gebiet zu 
benutzen. wu rde mit Hilfe cler Wahrsc heinlichkeitstheorie an 50 uniiberwachten Lawinenbahnen in Colorado 
untersucht. Die Ergebnisse liererten nur eine beschrankte Inro rm a tio n von geringem diagnosti schem W ert, da sich 
clie bedingte Wahrsc heinli chkeit fUr einen gemeinsamen Abgang a ls gering unci clie jahrliche Schwankun g a ls hoch 
erwiesen. 90% der untersuchten Paare hatten W ahrscheinlichkeiten vo n weniger als 0 ,20 in einer Periode vo n 6 
J a hren. Die Folgerungen fUr Lawinenrorscher und Feldpersonal werden di skutiert. 

I. INTROD UCTION 

The ability to make final snow-stability inferences from carefully interpreted information 
from observed avalanches is a fine art practiced by experienced forecasters. The technique is 
premised on the concept that presence of a fresh avalanche telegraphs the likelihood of additional 
events on nearby slopes of the same form and exposure_ With this reasoning , forecasters have 
postulated that an event on a key or index path might provide warning of avalanches at certain 
other areas in a systematic manner. Some forecasters have used the technique in varying degrees 
to make snow safety decisions and stability evaluations for snow conditions over large areas 
based on better-known conditions in smaller areas. Success of the technique is unknown , but the 
location of a few reliable index paths in a mountain region would simplify wide-area forecasts 
and minimize uncertainties faced by practicing forecasters and research personnel. 

An extension of this concept applies to model development. For example, the process
oriented model developed by Judson and others (1980) used fixed terrain parameters for 
avalanche simulation over a small area in central Colorado. Expansion of this model to larger 
areas in multiform terrain presents intractable complications which have limited model use 
outside the initial test site. 

The thrust of this study was to determine if a small number of select paths could be used to 
index avalanche response in large samples. 
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2. DATA 

Avalanche occurence data from 284 uncontro ll ed paths in northern and southern Colorado 
were used for the study. The northern mountain sa mpl e included 165 pa th s located in a 200 k m2 

area of the Front Range. while the southern mountain sa mple compri sed 11 9 paths a lo ng and 
adj acent to U.S. Hi ghway 550 in the San Juan Mo untains; the area of thi s sampl e was also 
200 km2• The samples include ava lanche paths with a wide variety of topographic fea tures 
loca ted on all aspects. It should be emphasized th at ava lanche paths a re not standard unit s. and 
what constitutes a single path for one person is perceived as several path s by another. Th erefore. 
some paths are well -defined. small units. while others contain clusters of small unit s withi n a 
large area. Starting zone areas varied fro m less than one to 150 ha. 

Data span two six-year periods. 1971 - 1977 for the San Juan Mountain s and 1974- 1980 for 
the Front Range. Records were taken by the Uni versity of Colorado (Armstrong and Ivcs. 1976) 
and by the U.S . Forest Service (Jud son, unpublished). respecti vely. The Forest Service ava la nche 
class ifi cation was used on both samples (Judson. 19 70) by daily patrols. Observe rs were 
exceptionall y well tra ined, had more th an ten years' experience. were hi ghl y moti vated. and had 
good access; ava lanches were observed from a hi ghway and on sk is in the southern sa mpl e and 
fro m highways, ski s. and over-snow vehicles in the no rthern area. When an observe r was un sure 
as to which day an avalanche ran a judgment was made on the basis of textural characteri sti cs of 
the ava lanche debri s in question, co mpared with o the r ava lanche debri s where the time was 
known. All thin gs considered, timing was accurate to wi thin 12 h in all but a few cases. The 
combined sample is the best set of natural avalanche da ta in the United Sta tes. 

Both areas have continental climates with mid winter study-plot snow depths of fro m I to 
2 m; dry -snow ava la nches are domin ant. The study was limited to slab avalanches traveling 
more th an 50 m slope di stance on path s with ten o r more ava lanche days over thc ix-yea r 
period. 56. or one in fi ve. of the 284 paths met these criteri a. The ava lanche-day co ncept 
developed by Obled ( 1970) consists of a day when o ne or more events a re observed in a give n 
area. For our stud y. the concept was applied to indi vidu a l ava lanche pa ths. 

3. M ETHOD 

Index potenti al of each of the 56 pa ths was tested usin g probability th eory. Aval anchc path s 
were ranked by ava lanche days. then paired with every other path . Joint events wc re co unted 
when ava lanches on paired paths fell on the same calendar day. If A; and Aj are two ava lanche 
paths in a pair. then P[A ;IAj ] is the conditional proba bility A; occurs given Aj occurrcd. and 
PIAjIA; J the conditional probability Aj occurs given A; occurred. The number of days when 
ava lanches can occur va ries on almost every path depending on precipitati on. snow depth. 
depos ition and eros ion patterns. the radiation balance. snow texture and structure. surface 
roughness. slope, and o ther physical features. In asmuch as a definiti ve criteri on for thi s va ri able 
was lacking. the number of potential ava lanche days on each ava lanche pa th was approx im ated 
by counting the days between the fir st and last event on each path o ver the six-yea r interva l. 
Furthermore. all co mputations between pairs were based on the number of potenti al ava lanche 
days given by the path with the longes t potenti al aval anche season. Thu s. if the potenti a l number 
of ava lanche days for two paired path s were 242 and 209 respecti vely. the peri od enco mpassed 
by the 242 days served as the base value for coullting ava lanche events for both path s. 

Conditional probabilities for 35 pa irs of avalanche path s in the northern mountain s and 2 1 
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pairs in the southern mountains were computed for individ ual yea rs and for the six-year interval. 
An arbitrary probability of 0.40 was set as a minimum level for index potential of a ny pair 

1'1 A;lA j ] and PI A j lA;] because a higher value is inconsistent with this natural phenomenon and a 
lower one gives no assurance of real index potential. 

4. RES ULTS 

Just one pair met the 0.40 criterion every year, and only 7 of the 805 pairs achieved thi s level 
for the six -yea r average. 90% of the pairs had six-year average conditional probabilities ~ 0.20. 
The result s came as a surpri se beca use man y of the pairs were physically similar a nd were 
s itua ted side-by-s ide. Because it was suspected that groups of physica ll y similar path s in close 
proximity might y ield better results. five avalanche areas in the northern mountains , consisting of 
t viO large paths a nd three sets of combined path s, were paired in ten combinations. Of thi s group 
three pairs had conditional probabilities of joint occurrence ;;; 0.40 every year and six pairs 
eq ualed or exceeded 0.40 for the six -year interva l. Several additional groups were tested by hand 
tabulations with poor results. Further computations for groups and individual pairs were made 
using a two-day time interval with essentially the same results. Lack of data limited group testing 
to the northern sa mple. Pairs with the highest conditional probabilities are shown in T able I. 
Yea rl y conditional probabilities varied from zero to 1.0 on most paths. Probabilities among hi gh
frequency paths were no greater than those among low-frequency path s. As might be expected, 
low-frequ ency paths indexed the more active paths best. 

TABLE I. AVALANC HE PATHS WITH THE HIGHEST CON DITIONAL PROBABILITY OF JOINT OCCU RR EN C E 

Years Po/en/ial 

wi/h Avalanche avalanche 

Pair 6 -year period join/ Join/ days Annual range days 

rank PIA ;lAj ] PI AjlA;J even/s even/s Ai Aj PIA iIA j ] PIA jIA;] A i Aj 

NOr/ hem mOUll/aillS 

1/ 2 0.74 0.55 6 59 107 80 0.62- 1.00 0.40-0.68 242 209 

2/ 3 0.68 0.49 6 39 80 57 0.50-0.89 0.29- 0.86 209 212 
10/ 13 0.48 0.40 5 10 25 21 0.00-0.75 0.33-0.50 208 189 

1/ 3 0.74 0.39 6 42 107 57 0.60- 0.86 0.20-0.67 242 212 
18/ 28 0.55 0.43 5 6 14 11 0.00-1.00 0.00-1 .00 184 11 3 

7/ 13 0.43 0.35 4 9 26 21 0.00- 1.00 0.00-0.50 175 189 

23/ 28 0.36 0.33 3 4 12 11 0.00- 1.00 0.00-0.50 174 11 3 

1/ 5 0.77 0.32 6 34 107 44 0.67- 1.00 0.08- 0.47 242 234 

2/ 5 0.57 0.32 6 25 79 44 0.33- 1.00 0.25- 0.50 209 234 

3/ 5 0.4 1 0.32 6 18 56 44 0.20-1.00 0.14- 0.45 2 12 234 

3 1/ 32 0.30 0.33 3 3 9 10 0.00-1.00 0.00-1.00 101 102 

6/7 0.37 0.29 4 10 34 27 0.00-0.57 0.00-0.67 190 175 
4/ 14 0.65 0.27 6 13 49 20 0.50- 1.00 0.14- 0.50 192 151 

8/ 29 0.64 0.27 5 7 26 11 0.00- 1.00 0.00-0.40 177 125 
29/ 35 0.38 0.27 3 3 I1 8 0.00-1.00 0.00- 1.00 125 121 

25/ 32 0.30 0.2 7 3 3 11 10 0.00-0.50 0.00- 1.00 18 1 102 

27/ 29 0.30 0.27 3 3 11 10 0.00- 1.00 0.00-1.00 194 125 

6/ 10 0.36 0.26 6 9 34 25 0. 17- 0.67 0.17- 0.33 190 208 

14/ 16 0.26 0.26 3 5 19 19 0.00-0.50 0.00- 0.67 15 1 163 

2/ 6 0.59 0.25 6 20 80 34 0.33- 0.83 0.08- 0.50 209 190 
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TABLE I. cOIl I . 

Years Potential 

wi lh Avalallche avalallche 

Pair 6 -year per iod jo il1l Joint days Annual ra llge days 

ra llk P[A,IAj] P [AjIA/ l even Is evel1ls Ai Aj PI A;JA j ] PI AjlA ;] Ai Aj 

SOlllhem moul1lains 

12/ 16 0.55 0.50 4 6 12 11 0.00- 1.00 0.00- 1.00 145 71 

12/ 14 0.45 0.42 3 5 12 11 0.00-0.50 0.00- 1.00 142 98 

5/ 8 0.46 0.40 5 6 16 13 0.00- 1.00 0.00- 1.00 182 199 

5/ 21 0.67 0.38 4 6 16 9 0.00- 1.00 0.00-0.75 IIl2 162 

1/ 2 0.52 0.38 5 11 29 21 0.00-0.70 0.25- 0.50 18 1 11 6 

14/ 15 0.36 0.40 3 4 10 11 0.00- 1.00 0.00-0.67 99 166 

14/ 16 0.36 0.36 3 4 11 11 0.00- 1.00 0.00-0.50 98 71 

16/ 20 0.36 0.36 3 4 11 11 0.00- 1.00 0.00- 0.67 71 106 

6/ 14 0.50 0.33 3 5 15 10 0.00- 0.67 0.00- 1.00 174 98 
12/ 13 0.36 0.33 2 4 12 11 0.00- 0.50 0.00- 1.00 145 145 

12/ 17 0.36 0.33 2 4 12 11 0.00- 0.60 0.00- 0.50 145 177 
12/ 20 0.36 0.33 3 4 12 11 0.00- 1.00 0.00- 1.00 145 106 

11 / 12 0.33 0.33 2 4 12 12 0.00- 1.00 0.00-0.50 179 145 

2/06 0.40 0.30 3 6 20 15 0.00- 1.00 0.00- 1.00 11 6 174 

8/ 21 0.50 0.3 1 4 4 13 8 0 .00- 1.00 0.00- 1.00 199 162 

5/07 0.36 0.3 1 3 5 16 14 0.00- 1.00 0.00- 1.00 182 153 

8/ 20 0.36 0.3 1 2 4 13 11 0.00-0.60 0.00- 0.50 199 106 

7/ 2 1 0.40 0.29 3 4 14 10 0.00- 0.50 0.00- 0.50 153 162 

7/ 13 0.36 0.29 2 4 14 11 0 .00- 0.50 0.00- 0.60 153 145 

6/ 15 0.36 0.27 3 4 15 11 0.00- 1.00 0.00- 1.00 174 166 

Groups- Northem mOlllltaills 

A/ B 0.7 1 0.55 6 59 107 83 0.67- 0.80 0.43- 0.7 1 242 242 

A/ C 0.56 0.43 6 46 107 82 0.44-0.88 0.30-0.58 242 208 

A/ E 0.74 0.55 6 59 107 80 0.62- 1.00 0.40-0.68 242 209 

B/ C 0.40 0.40 6 33 83 82 0.22- 0.50 0.22- 0.60 242 208 
Bj E 0.60 0.58 6 48 83 80 0.50- 0.75 0.44- 0. 73 242 209 

C/ E 0.44 0.43 6 35 82 80 0.3 1- 0.63 0.33- 0.50 208 209 

D/ E 0.35 0.35 6 28 80 80 0.06- 0 .75 0.09- 0.46 200 209 
Bj D 0.32 0.3 1 6 26 83 8 1 0.09- 0.47 0.06- 0 .64 242 200 

A/ D 0.35 0.26 6 28 107 81 0. 18- 0.46 0.09- 0.50 242 200 

CID 0.26 0.26 6 2 1 82 80 0.09- 0.46 0.06- 0.44 208 200 

5. DISCUSSION 

The paired ava lanche path s that met the 0.40 criteri on every winter were adj o ining. large. 
glacial cirques replete with multiple gull y systems and s1arting points. These paths a re unique due 
to the enormous quantities of blowing snow which are deposited in both starting zones; terrain at 
thi s site is favo rable for frequent and large blowing-snow events. A s a result, the pa th s produce 
more slab ava lanches than any other pair in either sample. Th a t thi s was the onl y pair out of 
nea rl y a thousand combinations which showed reasonably high conditional pro babilities on a 
consistent basis is strong evidence against the practice of ass ignin g a stability value to one path . 
given the occurrence of an avalanche on another. The plain fact is that the likelihood of joint 
natural events on specifi c path s is low on the average. and the la rge yearl y vari ance of thi s 
probability is unacceptabl y high for index purposes. Before ex ploring the impli ca tions of thi s 
stud y. the reasons for these relati vely low probabilities and hi gh va ri a nce deserve comment. 
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5.1. Observalional problems 

Fohn and others (1977) point out the significance of the observational problem in a 
discussion on model verification and there is general agreement among avalanche personnel that 
timing errors and the . problem of missed observations are unlikely to be resolved in the 
foreseeable future. There is always the chance of assigning events to the wrong avalanche day, 
particularly when they occur near midnight, or during a prolonged storm. Visibility permitting, 
such occurrences are observed on a following day when observers estimate release times based 
on textural characteristics of the debris, the amount of new snow covering disturbed surfaces, or 
the degree of filling along avalanche crowns. ]n cases like this, it is likely that avalanches with 
similar age characteristics will be assigned to the same avalanche day, so the chances of 
lessening probabilities are minimized. While observational errors affect probability 
computations. experience has demonstrated that other factors are probably more important. 

5.2. Differences in avalanche frequency 

Large variations in avalanche frequency are common in avalanche samples and they appear 
to occur irrespective of proximity or physical similarity. The average annual frequency of natural 
slab avalanches in the samples varied from zero to 38 events per winter for the six-year period; 
one path produced 74 natural slab avalanches in a single winter. Frequency differences limit joint 
events and contribute to the low probabilities found in this study because paired paths of unequal 
frequency have low conditional probabilities. If one path occurs once per winter and another five 
times per winter, the maximum conditional probability is one in five, a ratio exceeded by only 
10% of the pairs in this study. When one recalls that 80% of the 284 sampled paths were 
excluded from testing due to insufficient activity, it is apparent that index techniques using single 
paths are not likely to provide useful information in forecast situations. 

5.3. Other avalanche characteristics 

The likelihood of joint events is further restricted by other occurrence characteristics. 
A valanches are rare events, there being more non-avalanche days in winter than avalanche days. 
When releases occur, only a portion of the sample is active. Bovis (1977) found that only a 
fraction of his avalanche sample was affected by slides on the majority of avalanche days. Our 
data support this conclusion and show that there are only two days per winter when more than 
10% of the sample is active. On such days, it is rare to find avalanches on more than 20% of the 
paths. One extreme event produced slabs on 53% of the sample; the second worst case involved 
only 25% of the paths, so it is clear that most avalanche paths do not react to natural triggers on 
bad avalanche days. Absence of activity does not imply that the remainder of a sample is immune 
to artificial triggers, it just indicates that if avalanches are rare, joint events are rarer. 

Data from ten years of observation on the large and diversified northern Colorado avalanche 
sample indicated that avalanches tend to fail repeatedly along earlier failure planes. This trend 
was noticed by Judson (unpublished), but available data at that time were too scanty to confirm 
the trend with much assurance. Since then it has been found that two or more repetitions per 
winter are common, given favorable weather and dry snow conditions. A plausible sequence for 
such events includes: increased trapping efficiency of blowing snow along a fresh crown, failure 
of the new deposits to bond to the old crown surface, and a resulting stress increase along 
smooth. older bed surfaces. ]n any event, the pattern diminishes the number of joint events 
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because the controlling initial failures rarely occur on the same day, so future repetitions on 
various paths are out of phase. 

5.4. Joint events and degree of instability 

Probabilities in Table I result from average avalanche conditions and do not account for the 
areal extent or the magnitude of instability evidenced by the number of avalanche path s releasing 
on a given day. This aspect of the problem was addressed by separately ranking the 100 largest 
avalanche days in each sample and computing conditional probabilities among pairs for these 
episodes. Results indicate that the number of joint events is rather constant over the full range of 
avalanche conditions; conditional probabilities were no greater during avalanche cycles than 
they were on days with fewer avalanches. 

5.5. Group indexing 

Working forecasters are not limited to indexing with specified paths, but approach stability 
problems in a more general way by using reported activity as an index of group potential and 
integrating these reports with other data on avalanches, avalanche control, snowpack conditions, 
and weather. While this process cannot be simulated on computers, and testing s ingle-path 
versus group response is expensive, a number of these relationships were tested by hand 
tabulations. The results in most cases were no better than those obtained with s ingle-path runs, 
even though groups were stratified by similar aspect and terrain Features. Additionally , some of 
the "single paths" were large enough to be considered a group by themselves. All that can be said 
about this extra work is that group indexing, whether done against single paths or with other 
groups, should be conducted with the same degree of caution as is advocated for s ingle-path 
index work. 

5.6. Implications 

For the researcher who intends to develop a physical model for wide-area forecast 
applications, this study suggests the use of generalized or idealized terrain features rather than 
specific ones. Otherwise, problems arising from excessive detail defeat the initial purpose : we 
cannot model every feature of every path. 

Implications for practicing forecasters and field personnel are less clear. Those who give 
snow safety advice to novices or issue bulletins for public use must adhere to the old maxim that 
presence of one or more fresh avalanches indicates instability, with the possibility that snow will 
release on other paths given a human trigger. The problem is that no-one can state what this 
likelihood is any better than one can specify which paths will avalanche. In most real -world 
situations, advice given in such situations states that all similar paths are dangerous . Conflicting 
with this assessment are numerous field reports of skiers successfully traversing avalanche areas 
in full view of fresh debris at times when forecasters believe avalanches are probable if not 
certain. The solution to this enigma will be sought for some time to come. If anything, results of 
this work indicate that stability information gained from avalanche events is less reliable than 
some may think. In fact there is reason to believe that the practice of confidently specifying that 
certain aspects or exposures are dangerous while others are not may be unjustified considering 
the present state of the art. 
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6. C ONCLUSION 

A specifi c group of index paths will not simulate avalanche response in a large avala nche 
sample because avalanches respond in random fashion to point variations in snow properties. 
These variations a re created by complex weather and terrain interactions, and by the occurrence 
of avalanches themselves. What appears to be a good index path one winter fails miserabl y the 
next, so index paths as such have little diagnostic value. The work indicates that when physical 
models are used for wide-area forecast problems, only generalized terrain features should be 
used. The random-failure characteristic is present over the full range of stability conditions. 
Presence of one or more fresh avalanches indicates point instability, which may be assessed in a 
general rather than a specific manner ; it presents limited information about avalanche potential 
elsewhere and should be interpreted with caution. 

MS. received 19 January 1982 and in revised form 19 May 1982 
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